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About This Content

This original soundtrack captures the mood of the young, but quickly developing planet in Reus. The combination of primitive,
yet modern percussion beats, hypnotizing motives and charming themes set the tone for relaxed sessions of building a world and

managing its inhabitants.

But as you progress, both through the game and through this soundtrack, the tension rises. And while the people of your freshly
designed planet engage in wars with each other or even with your precious elemental giants, the folklore instrumentarium of an

oud, a fingerpicked ukulele and an Indian harmonium often get drowned out by the dramatic cry of the strings section.

As a celebration of Reus' 5 year anniversary, this soundtrack finally gets the release it deserves. Abbey Games’ longtime in-
house composer Joni van der Leeuw, who now mainly works as a producer at the Dutch games studio, went out of his way to

polish up the five years old material for this occasion.
Included in the 25 tracks is all the music you hear in-game - specially remastered for listening pleasure outside of gameplay! -

plus a couple of previously unreleased bonus tracks.

Once purchased and installed, soundtrack will be located in ..\Steam\steamapps\common\Reus\Soundtrack\
It can also be accessed through Steam's music player (View > Steam Music)

All files are .MP3

Track Listing

01 - Introduction - 1:07
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02 - Deserted Planet - 4:15

03 - Slow Rise - 3:51

04 - A Steady Start - 2:57

05 - Harmony Theme - 3:29

06 - The Ocean - 3:41

07 - Mining For Minerals - 3:10

08 - The Human Spirit - 3:25

09 - Among The Giants - 4:12

10 - The Forest - 3:06

11 - Prosperity Theme - 3:44

12 - Festival Towns - 3:04

13 - The Swamp - 3:12

14 - Passing Of The Time - 1:58

15 - Victory - 0:15

16 - A Planet In Danger - 1:09

17 - Trifiling Tribes - 3:17

18 - On The Hunt - 3:10

19 - War Begins - 3:15

20 - The Mountain - 3:19

21 - Storming The Walls - 3:19

22 - Inevitable Battles - 3:22

23 - Game Over - 0:31

24 - Sound Palette Demo (Bonus Track) - 1:22

25 - Prosperity Theme (Chiptune Remix) - 3:42
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Title: Reus - Soundtrack
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Abbey Games
Release Date: 17 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Processor:Intel® Core 2 Duo or AMD Phenom processor

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:DirectX10(R) compatible card with 512MB of memory

Hard Drive:500 MB HD space

English,French,Italian,Dutch,German,Simplified Chinese,Russian
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